
#gaysa turns four years old 

by Little_Nell 

When I was asked by prodig-E to write something about the channel, I thought, “What can I possibly say 

that hasn’t been said already?” But we all know that is not true. Such a major event as a birthday party 

should not get overseen for four long years. So this time around, I am not going to let it slide. 

I guess it all started way back in the old days of 1996, when I was in Grahamstown pretending to study, and 

actually falling out of the closet in a big way. I met someone (who we shall call Gwalchmai), who was into 

S & M and boys, so I asked him what he did when there was nothing else to do. We landed up in one of the 

computer labs, on IRC, on a channel called #gaysa. 

My first experience was rather hectic. I was asked a/s/l, stats, and whether I was a top or bottom. These days 

we joke about it, but back then I was still a virgin! I ran off onto Effnet, hoping never to be seen on ZAnet 

again. That was to change in August 1996 when I decided it was not so bad after all, and decided to stay a 

while. Starting off as ReaperMan, then ThePope, I progressed to Topkapi, and now to LittleNell in recent 

months. 

Life on #gaysa has had its ups and downs. Conversation ranges from an idle “hmmm” every three minutes to 

prevent you from pinging out, to sacrilegious comments about mothers, defamation of characters, gay 

bashers, flooders, where your next shag is coming from, and generally excellent conversation. 

Control has always been an issue, or perhaps even a way of life for some. Every moffie wants to be Queen, 

and if that means getting a little @ for channel ops, then so be it. Many an argument has sprung up about 

who gets it and who does not, and who gets banned on sight and who does not. But in the end, after the little 

tirades have cooled down, we all seem to forgive one another if only to borrow memberships to get into 

Therapy :). 

Love and hate go hand in hand in all walks of life, and especially so on #gaysa. One minute you will have 

two people trying to chat one another up, and the next minute it is a full-scale war with people taking sides, 

because this one slept with that one, and it becomes a war zone. I have nothing really to say against this, 

because the channel merely reflects the society we live in. 

There are those of us who have found love on #gaysa, and having been involved with the same person for 

almost two years, I can only say that it was thanks to the channel. We chatted, we met, we fell in love. 

However, I know that a small number of people owe nothing but misery to IRC, and I suppose in every 

group of people there are the unlucky ones. 

I however am a believer in Fate, and I think everything happens for a reason. Dani disagrees with me totally, 

and says life is a long road of choices that you make for yourself. Either way, whether by Fate or choice, he 

and I ended up together. So now do I thank my lucky stars, or bless the choices I made? :) 

#gaysa is celebrating 4 years. It is hard to believe. I cannot say I was there in the beginning, but I do know a 

lot of the old people. Redox, ck-one and Cannibal were the first people I ever spoke to, and I got to know 

Andromeda (now QueenMum), Attitude (who used to be Attitude with feet, and is now Attitude my boss), 

Marc, Agent (no longer), Banba, Priscilla (no more, although the last I saw of her, she and Gwalchmai were 

dancing it up on 31 December 1997), prodig-E, JEDIKNIGHT, Shiver, Ryan, ryjo, VIRGIN (who is now in 

London and still thinks he is straight), mangrove, Fuzzie, Fidelio, Daveanator, MikeJHB, PeterCT, ason, 

madchen (our resident lesbian), dani, tizen, LuPereJHB (who became LuPere and now psychopaff), 

SpiceJacques (who used to be Mecanik, APGM, Jhb28, SpiceBat and more) … and now I look around and I 

see all the new nicks and I feel old. I am 22 years old, and for me to feel old is quite something :). 

Conversations have been interesting over the years. We have discussed quantum mechanics with our 

resident scientist redox (it is reduction / oxidation, and was fashionable before Red Bull); the intricacies of 

Ebeneezer Goode and The Shamen with Marc; listening to the awful singing of ck-one (who became 



BarbieBoy and then SpiceBoy before the latter was abducted by someone else now known as ScorpioSpice); 

damn everyone all to hell with SpiceBat’s moods; playing with goast’s banana; Cybernaut and my 

discussions about stringing up little boys with cellotape; madchen’s girlfriend trouble and left-nipple 

fondling; Genius’s loud copyright messages; HerrKoos (now Koos17) and his attempt at German; 

JEDIKNIGHT’s force being with you; Fidelio and redox’s attempt at Star Trekking across the universe with 

Klingons on the starboard bow; and grant-ct’s really fascinating insight on boys and the large number of 

URLs (all logged) where to find them. 

Long-term friendships were formed over time, and although some people would never fit in, others rose to 

the top like cream (or sour milk depending on your point of view). The IRC parties were stunning – those in 

Johannesburg anyway. As far as Cape Town is concerned, Johannesburg is for the miners, and as far as 

Johannesburg is concerned, the Capetonians are blind except for their beloved mountain. 

Some people have defected over time from one to another. I know that one 17 year old in particular decided 

that he enjoyed Johannesburg even more than Cape Town, and moved in with redox. Now going strong for 

over 18 months, “ason and redox” is a catch phrase. By virtue of their real names, they have been bestowed 

the honour of being called Breast and Clit, whereas I and dani are well, Top and dani, dani and Top, 

laptopdani, daniTopkapi, SpeedQueen and dani, Little_Smell and dani ... 

Funny thing is that dani has always been there as the anchor. I have been some very strange people in 

various stages of IRC (you all thought I was going to say “undress” – admit it), including Cannibal’s 

favourite “Bottomkapi”. And the reason I became LittleNell has nothing to do with size. Being an avid fan of 

the Rocky Horror Picture Show, and since Sagittarius and I both did quotes out of it, he changed his 

nickname to RiffRaff. I decided that the next best thing to Riff Raff was Columbia, and since LittleNell acted 

in the role, my future was set. 

One thing I have to say about #gaysa and IRC in general is that it is addictive. Yes, you had an argument 

with someone about the size of your ego (and other appendages), but the whole fun was getting into another 

argument. On IRC you are a different person, hiding behind a screen where you can pretend to be someone 

else. This all changed with the advent of IRC parties. I also think this is why the people who we never see at 

the parties are the ones who have the most to say on #gaysa. 

A great IrcMaidon once wrote a dissertation on how the nickname reflected the personality. This can be 

proved time and time again by nicknames like Cannibal, BarbieBoy, depro, hothorny, hung17inches, 

wetandwild, lookingforsex, shagmetillthemorning … I even adopted “hung17” for a while, and 

“BoereworsRoll21”. Fair enough, they all conjure up images of sex, but is that not the whole fun of it? 

Young, hung and full of cum became my nickname as a joke, and suddenly everyone wanted to speak to me. 

I think the magic number on #gaysa is 17. If you are 17cm in length, 17 years old, or 17 spots away from 

Retinol-A, it does not make a difference. That number means that you will be spoken to. Men who are 

married, men who are dead from the waist down (which is essentially the same as marriage), and men over 

35 suddenly feel young again when they touch base with a 17 year old. If I were 17, I would not let a 50 year 

old touch my base, but you get the picture. 

Also, the wrong age to be on #gaysa is 25 and up. Fortunately, dani was 24 when we met, so he was lucky 

(gets out of the way of flying crockery). However, there are examples of big age gaps of 8 or more years, 

which seem to work out, if only for a while. 

If anything, #gaysa has been a really great home in the past three years. I have met a lot of people, made a 

lot of friends, discovered love, discovered (and lost) power, and managed to get a job, which I have kept 

almost as long as my boyfriend. With #gaysa you know where you are at. A smiley or a frown expresses so 

much these days. You even start to use them in emails, articles (like this one), and in every day speech. 

Fortunately I do not say “LOL” in public, but I do say “eek” a lot. If some people cannot speak normally 

after a session of IRC, then so be it. At least someone will understand them somewhere along the line. In a 

padded room, perhaps. 

 


